We study the joint unicast and multi-group multicast transmission in massive multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO) systems. We consider a system model that accounts for channel estimation and pilot contamination, and derive achievable spectral efficiencies (SEs) for unicast and multicast user terminals (UTs), under maximum ratio transmission and zero-forcing precoding. For unicast transmission, our objective is to maximize the weighted sum SE of the unicast UTs, and for the multicast transmission, our objective is to maximize the minimum SE of the multicast UTs. These two objectives are coupled in a conflicting manner, due to their shared power resource. Therefore, we formulate a multiobjective optimization problem (MOOP) for the two conflicting objectives. We derive the Pareto boundary of the MOOP analytically. As each Pareto optimal point describes a particular efficient trade-off between the two objectives of the system, we determine the values of the system parameters (uplink training powers, downlink transmission powers, etc.) to achieve any desired Pareto optimal point. Moreover, we prove that the Pareto region is convex, hence the system should serve the unicast and multicast UTs at the same time-frequency resource. Finally, we validate our results using numerical simulations.
methods in [7] [8] [9] require perfect CSI to be available at the BS and UTs, while imperfect CSI is the case of practical interest.
To jointly address both problems, the imperfect CSI and the high computational complexity of massive MIMO multicasting, two approaches have been presented in the literature [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The first approach exploits the asymptotic orthogonality of the channels in massive MIMO systems to simplify the MMF problem [10] , [11] . However, it requires an extremely large number of antennas to provide a reasonable performance, e.g., N > 1000 [11] , [13] . The insufficiency of the asymptotic approach is detailed in [11] , [13] . The other approach, i.e., [12] [13] [14] , uses the statistical properties of massive MIMO systems and a novel pilot assignment strategy (which will be explained in Section II.A) and present practical massive MIMO multicasting methods with reasonable number of BS antennas, e.g., N > 100 [12] , [14] .
The aforementioned results are for pure multicast transmission, but a practical system should be able to simultaneously serve both unicast and multicast UTs. This has motivated the study of joint unicast and multicast transmission, e.g., [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In [20] , non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) empowered joint unicast and multicast transmission is studied. In [21] , the application of NOMA for joint transmission of unicast primary user and multicast secondary users is studied.
A similar approach is also used in [22] for MBMS transmission in heterogeneous networks, where tractable models for analyzing the performance of NOMA-based MBMS transmission is presented. However, the joint unicast and multicast transmission problem has so far been overlooked in the literature on massive MIMO systems. The first step in this direction is presented in [23] , while considering perfect CSI at the BS and UTs. A more practical approach is presented in [24] , where a joint beamforming and broadcasting technique for massive MIMO system is studied. However, [24] neither considers multi-group multicasting nor studies the MMF of multicast UTs or the sum SE (SSE) of unicast UTs.
To the best of our knowledge, the coexistence of unicast and multi-group multicast transmission in massive MIMO systems, while accounting for the computational complexity, imperfect CSI, and pilot contamination, has not been studied in the literature. Studying such a system is challenging because for multicast UTs usually the desired objective is the MMF [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , while for the unicast UTs it is usually their SSE that is considered [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Noting that we have a shared power, inter-user interference, and two conflicting objectives, one challenging aspect of such a problem is to find a rigorous definition of optimality. Moreover, for a given optimality measure, how should the resources be allocated to reach optimality? Should we set aside certain time-frequency resources for multicast transmission and the rest for unicast transmission, or should we spatially multiplex unicast and multicast transmission?
In this paper, we answer the aforementioned questions. More precisely, we consider a joint unicast and multi-group multicast single-cell massive MIMO system, while accounting for channel estimation, power control, pilot contamination, and an arbitrary path-loss. Under this system model and for the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) and zero-forcing (ZF) precoding schemes, we provide the following:
• We derive closed-form expressions for the achievable SE of each unicast and multicast UT in the system. • We formulate the problem of maximizing the SSE of the unicast UTs and also the MMF problem for the multicast UTs. Given a total available power at the BS and a fixed amount of power for unicast transmission, we derive the optimal value of the MMF problem, the optimal uplink pilots' powers, the optimal downlink payloads' powers, and the optimal pilot length of unicast UTs, all in closed form. Also given a fixed amount of power for multicast transmission, we derive the optimal value of SSE problem, the optimal uplink pilots' powers, the optimal downlink payloads powers, and the optimal pilot length of multicast UTs in closed form. • We show that the MMF and SSE problem are coupled in a conflicting manner such that improving one would degrade the other one. Hence we formulate a multiobjective optimization problem (MOOP) for the joint unicast and multicast transmission. • We solve this MOOP and derive its Pareto boundary analytically. Moreover, for any desired point on the Pareto boundary, we determine the value of each of the decision variables such that the performance of the desired Pareto boundary point is achieved.
• We prove that the Pareto region is convex. Hence, any point of the Pareto region can be obtained by spatial multiplexing of unicast and multicast UTs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model. Section III derives the achievable SEs for the unicast and multicast UTs in the system. Section IV elaborates the SSE and MMF problems, their optimal solutions, and their conflicting behaviors. Section V introduces their associated MOOP, derives its Pareto boundary, and show its attainable set is convex. Section VI presents the numerical results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
Notations: Scalars are denoted by lower case letters whereas boldface lower (upper) case letters are used for vectors (matrices). We denote by I N the identity matrix of size N . The symbol CN (0, C) denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance C. The transpose, conjugate transpose, and expectation operators are denoted by (.) T , (.) H , and E[.], respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider joint unicast and multi-group multicast transmission in a single-cell massive MIMO system. We assume the system has a BS with N antennas and jointly serves U singleantenna unicast UTs and G multicasting groups, where the gth multicast group has K g singleantenna multicast UTs. Note that considering single-antenna UTs is a worst-case assumption since in multicast transmission we need to support many types of UTs, some having one and some having multiple antennas. Therefore it is relevant to consider single-antenna UTs. Further details are given in [15, Sec. VII. E]. We denote the set of indices of the U unicast UTs as U and the set of indices of the G multicasting groups as G, i.e., U = {1, . . . , U } and G = {1, . . . , G}. We also denote the set of indices of the K g multicast UTs of group g as K g , i.e., K g = {1, . . . , K g }.
We assume a UT in the system is either a unicast UT or a multicast UT. Therefore the total number of UTs in the system is U + G g=1 K g and these UTs are arbitrarily distributed in the system. Fig. 1 presents a joint unicast and multi-group multicast transmission in a single-cell massive MIMO system with U = 4 unicast UTs and G = 3 groups of multicast UTs, where the first, second, and third multicasting groups have K 1 = 7, K 2 = 12, K 3 = 16 multicast UTs.
We consider a block fading channel model where the channels are assumed static within a coherence interval of T symbols, where T = C B C T with C B and C T being the coherence bandwidth and coherence time, respectively [32] . We denote the channel response between the unicast UT u and the BS as f u , and the channel response between the multicast UT k in group g and the BS as g gk . We consider uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel responses for UTs, i.e., f u ∼ CN (0, β u I N ) and g gk ∼ CN (0, η gk I N ), where β u and η gk are the large-scale fading coefficients for the unicast and multicast UTs, respectively. Note that practical channels might have spatially correlated fading or line of sight components, but theoretical studies [33] and practical measurements carried out in real massive MIMO propagation environments [34] have shown that the SE can be predicted using uncorrelated fading models. Moreover, the considered channel model enables us to present novel insights into joint unicast and multicast massive MIMO systems. 
A. Channel Estimation
We assume the BS acquires CSI from uplink training using a time-division duplexing (TDD) protocol. In each coherence interval we have two phases: Uplink pilot transmission and downlink data transmission. 2 During uplink transmission the UTs send uplink pilots, which enables the BS to estimate the channels. Then the BS uses these channel estimates to perform downlink precoding, thanks to the reciprocity of the uplink and downlink channels. As the coherence interval has limited length, we cannot assign a dedicated orthogonal pilot to each UT in the system. In the classical unicast massive MIMO systems, it is assumed that the pilots are orthogonal within each cell and are reused in different cells. Although this approach is perfectly viable for unicast transmission, it cannot be used for multicast transmission because in multicast transmission we have a large number of UTs in each multicasting group, e.g., assume multicast transmission of TV channels where hundreds of users may watch a channel, which would exhaust the resources within each coherence interval. Therefore, for multicast UTs, we use the novel co-2 Note that the coherence interval has three parts: 1) pilot transmission, 2) uplink data transmission, 3) downlink data transmission. But as for multicast UTs we just have downlink data, we focus on the downlink data transmission. Note the inclusion of unicast uplink data transmission is trivial and do not change the analysis. pilot assignment strategy proposed in [12] . This strategy assigns a shared pilot to all the UTs in each multicasting group. Therefore, the BS only requires U + G pilots (rather than U + G j=1 K j pilots) to simultaneously serve the U unicast UTs and also all the multicast UTs in the system.
We define a τ × U pilot matrix Ψ un = √ τ [ψ un−1 , . . . , ψ un−U ] for the unicast UTs, where ψ un−u is a pilot of length τ symbols that is assigned to the uth unicast UT, and a τ × G pilot
for the multicast UTs, where ψ mu−g is a pilot of length τ symbols that is assigned to every multicast UT k that k ∈ K g . Due to the orthogonality of
Based on these conventions, the received uplink training signal at the BS is
where N ∈ C N ×τ is the normalized additive noise with [N] ts ∼ CN (0, 1), p up u is proportional to the uplink pilot power that has been used by unicast UT u, and q up jk is proportional to the uplink pilot power that has been used by multicast UT k of multicasting group j. By correlating Y with ψ * un−u , we obtain the following
where n u ∼ CN (0, I N ) is the normalized additive noise. Hence, the BS can estimate f u using We stack the estimated channel vectors between the BS and the U unicast UTs in an N × U
Using the same approach, i.e., correlating Y with ψ * mu−g and then using MMSE estimation [35, Sec. 12] , we can estimate g gk witĥ
where n g ∼ CN (0, I N ) is the normalized additive noise. Therefore,ĝ gk ∼ CN (0, ξ gk I N ) with ξ gk = (τ q up gk η 2 gk )/(1 + Kg t=1 τ q up gt η gt ). Also the channel estimation error isg gk =ĝ gk − g gk ∼ CN (0, (η gk − ξ gk )I N ). Given (4), it is obvious that for every multicast group g the channels estimates of the multicast UTs are equivalent up to a scalar coefficient. We also estimate g g = Kg t=1 τ q up gt g gt , which is a linear combination of the channels of all multicast UTs within group g and we have [14] , [35] g g = Kg t=1 τ q up gt η gt 1 + Kg t=1 τ q up gt η gt Kg t=1 τ q up gt g gt + n g (5) whereĝ g ∼ CN (0, γ g I N ) with γ g = Kg t=1 τ q up gt η gt 
B. Downlink Transmission
Let us denote the data symbols for the U unicast UTs as
. We denote the data symbols for the G multicasting groups as s = [s 1 , . . . , s G ] T , where s ∼ CN (0, I G ). Moreover, we assume x and s are independent. Then the signal received by mth unicast UT is
where n m ∼ CN (0, 1) is the normalized additive noise,
precoding matrix with v m being the precoding vector of mth unicast UT, and W = [w 1 , . . . , w G ] is the N × G multicast precoding matrix with w j being the precoding vector of jth multicasting group. The received signal by kth multicast UT in jth multicasting group is
where n jk ∼ CN (0, 1) is the normalized additive noise. Therefore the precoding matrix becomes
We will detail the structure of V and W next.
C. Precoders Structures
The BS should perform precoding for both its unicast UTs and multicast UTs of the system.
As simple linear precoding schemes like MRT and ZF provide close-to-optimal performance in single-cell massive MIMO systems [15] , [16] , [18] , and due to their good performance for multicast transmission [14] , in the sequel we consider only the MRT and ZF precoding schemes.
1) MRT Precoding: The precoding vector for mth unicast UT is
where p dl m is the downlink power of the unicast precoding vector, i.e., E[ v m 2 ] = p dl m . Also the precoding vector for jth multicast group is
where q dl j is the downlink power of the multicast precoding vector, i.e., E[ w j 2 ] = q dl j . We assume the total downlink available power at the BS is P tot . Then the power allocated to the downlink unicast and multicast precoding vectors should meet the condition
where P un = U m=1 p dl m and P mu = G j=1 q dl j are the precoding powers used for unicast and multicast transmissions at the BS, respectively.
2) ZF Precoding: DenoteĈ = [F,Ĝ]. The ZF precoding vectors for m unicast UT and the [38] .
A. Achievable Spectral Efficiency for MRT Precoding
Consider the unicast UTs. Starting from (7), we can write the signal received by mth unicast UT as
Now by applying the bounding technique [32, Sec. 2.3.4], which treats the first term of (14) as the desired signal received over a deterministic channel and the remaining terms as effective noise, the following SE is achievable for the unicast UT m, for any precoding scheme
where
.
Insert (9) and (10) into (16) . For the nominator we have
Let
where (a) is achieved by omitting independent terms that are resulting in zero expected value 
Inserting the obtained results into (15) and (16), the achievable SE and the effective SINR of the unicast UT m with MRT precoding are
Note that (21) and (22), explicitly explain the relation between the achievable SE of each unicast UT and the system parameters, while accounting for channel estimation and the imperfections of the multiplexing. Also, they have similar structure as the standard results for unicast transmission [32, Chapter 3] . Now let us consider the multicast UTs. Starting from (8), the signal received by kth UT in jth multicasting group can be written as follows 
Insert (9) and (10) into (25) .
we have
Based on (26), the desired signal power of a typical UT k in jth multicast group becomes N q dl j ξ jk . Note that ξ jk quantitatively express the effect of using a shared pilot for all the multicast UTs in group j. More precisely, it clearly determines how the desired signal power of UT k in group j reduces by adding more UTs in this multicasting group. Also for the terms
where (c) is obtained by utilizing independency of noise and UTs' channels, and inserting (5) and (10) . Continuing from (27) and after straightforward calculation it reduces to η jk P mu + N τ λ j q up jk η 2 jk . Now let us consider the terms
Inserting the obtained results into (24) and (25), the achievable SE and the effective SINR of multicast UT k in group j with MRT precoding are
Note that (28) (and (29)) follows similar structure as (21) (and (22)). Considering the numerator of (29) (or (22)), we see that the desired signal is proportional to N , which is due to coherent beamforming. Also, it is proportional to q dl j ξ jk (p dl m ϑ m ), which shows the effect of power allocation and the effective channel gain experienced by the UT. Considering the denominator, we note that the interference experienced by the UT due to joint unicast and multicast transmission has seamlessly concentrated to η jk (P mu + P un ) (or to (β m (P mu + P un ))) and the effect of normalized noise is shown by 1. The achieved neat and tidy expressions enable us do further analysis and provide much more insights, as will be detailed in Section IV and V.
B. Achievable Spectral Efficiency for ZF Precoder
Consider the unicast UTs. Starting from (7) and applying (12) , (13) , and f u =f u −f u , we can write the signal received by mth unicast UT as 
Now for the term
where in (e) we used the independency off m and w ZF g . Therefore, the achievable SE and the effective SINR of unicast UT m with ZF precoding are 13 Note that (34) and (35) clearly show the relation between the achievable SE and the system parameters. For example, (35) shows that the coherent beamforming gain is N − G − U , the effect of power allocation and the effective channel gain experienced by the UT is p dl m ϑ m , and the interference experienced by the UT due to joint unicast and multicast transmission is (β m − ϑ m )(P un + P mu ). Now let us consider the multicast UTs. The signal received by the kth multicast UT in jth multicast group is
where in (f ) we used (6) 
where (g) is due to the independency ofg jk andṽ ZF u . Also for E[|g H jk w ZF g | 2 ] we have
where (h) is due to the independency ofg jk andw ZF g . Therefore, the achievable SE and the effective SINR of UT k in group j with ZF precoding are
Note that (41) has a similar structure as (35) , and the same remarks apply here. It is also interesting to note the difference between (41) (or (35) ) and (29) (or (22)). As we switch from (29) to (35) , the coherent beamforming gain reduces from N to N − G − U . This is due to the fact that ZF uses the available degrees of freedom to cancel the interference, by placing the signals in the null-space, at the cost of reducing the beamforming gain. This partially removes the interference, e.g., ξ jk (P un + P mu ) in (41) .
IV. OPTIMAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Having closed form expressions for the achievable SEs of unicast and multicast UTs under MRT and ZF precoding, it is interesting to see how the resources, i.e., the T symbols of the coherence interval, the uplink power of the UTs, and the downlink power at the BS, should be allocated to achieve an optimal performance. In the context of multicasting, the common metric of interest is MMF, where the objective is to allocate the resources to maximize the minimum SE (or SINR) among all the multicast UTs, subject to a total transmit power constraint. Considering our system model, the MMF problem for multicast UTs is stated as
where † is either MRT or ZF, P is the total downlink power at the BS, and P un is a given fixed quantity. Also E jk is the maximum energy limit of the multicast UT k in group j per pilot transmission. Hereafter we denote an objective value of P1 that is obtained for a set of feasible decision variables of P1 by O mu and we denote its optimal objective value by O * mu .
Theorem 1. For a fixed value of P un where 0 ≤ P un ≤ P and MRT precoding, at the optimal solution of P1 all the multicast UTs will have equal SEs, i.e., O * mu (P un ) = SE jk ∀j, k, which is the optimal objective value of P1 and it is equal to
with Υ j = min k∈K j E jk η 2 jk 1+η jk P and P mu = P − P un . Also the optimal values of decision variables are τ * = U+G, q up * jk =
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix A.
Theorem 2. For a fixed value of P un where 0 ≤ P un ≤ P and ZF precoding, at the optimal solution of P1 all the multicast UTs will have equal SEs, i.e., O * mu (P un ) = SE jk ∀j, k, which is the optimal objective value of P1 and it is equal to
where Υ j = min k∈K j E jk η 2 jk 1+η jk P and P mu = P − P un . The optimal values of decision variables are
Proof. The proof follows similar procedure as Theorem 1, and is omitted for brevity.
Note that for multicast transmission when we switch from MRT (Theorem 1) to ZF (Theorem 2), the SINR terms change in a particular way. The coherent beamforming gain reduces from N to N − (G + U ). Also the interference in the denominator reduces by P G. This is due to the fact that ZF uses G + U degrees of freedom to cancel the interference toward other UTs at the cost of reducing its coherent beamforming gain. Corollary 1. At the optimal solution of P1, for both MRT and ZF precoding schemes, P mu + P un = P and as we increase P mu (by reducing P un ) the optimal objective value of P1 increases.
Proof. Based on Theorems 1 and 2, P mu + P nu = P . Also from (43) and (45), it is obvious that the SINR is linearly increasing with P mu . Therefore O * mu (P un ) is monotonically increasing with P mu , which completes the proof.
For unicast UTs we can optimize the resources considering different metrics. Here we consider the weighted SSE, which is the sum of the weighted SEs of the unicast UTs, as it is a common metric of interest in unicast transmission [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Given our proposed single cell joint unicast and multi-group multicast system, the SSE problem for unicast UTs is
where † is either MRT or ZF, P mu is a given fixed quantity, E m is maximum energy limit of the mth unicast UT per pilot transmission, and α m is the weight of the SE of this user. Hereafter we denote an objective value of P2 that is obtained for a set of feasible decision variables of P2 by O un , and we denote its optimal objective value by O * un . Now we have the following Theorem. 
where ϑ * m = Emβ 2 m 1+Emβm and ν is selected to satisfy P un = P − P mu . The optimal objective value of P2 becomes
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 4. For a fixed value of P mu and 0 ≤ P mu ≤ P and ZF precoding, the optimal solution to problem P2 is τ * = U + G, p up * m = Em U +G , and
Proof. Due to similar structure of (22) and (35), the proof follows similar argument as the proof of Theorem 3 and is omitted for brevity.
Theorems 1 to 4 determine how the SE of multicast and unicast UTs are related to the system parameters. For example, they prove that as N increases the SEs of both unicast and multicast UTs improve, which is due to the improved coherent transmission of signals and it is obtained by employing a large-scale antenna array. Moreover, for unicast transmission we have a similar behavior as the one we had for multicast transmission. As we switch from MRT (Theorem 3) to ZF (Theorem 4), the coherent beamforming gain in the SINR expression of unicast UTs reduces from N to N − (G + U ), and the interference in the denominator of the SINR expression reduces by ϑ * m P .
Remark 1. Note that the optimal decision variables and the optimal objective values of Theorems 1 to 4, are based solely on large-scale fading parameters (β u and η jk ), and the basic system parameters, e.g., G, K, etc. The system parameters are known, and the large-scale fading can be easily estimated [40] . Moreover, as the large-scale fading parameters are changing much slower than small-scale fading (100-1000 times [41] ), once one estimates the scalar large-scale fading coefficients, they are valid for a large number of symbol transmissions and the estimation overhead is negligible.
At the optimal solution of P2, for both MRT and ZF precoding schemes, P mu + P un = P and as we increase P un (by reducing P mu ) the optimal objective value of P2 increases.
Proof. Based on Theorems 3 and 4, P mu + P un = P . Assume for the given P mu , the optimal objective is denoted as O * un,old (P mu ) and is obtained for {p dl * m }. Now if we increase P un to P un +δ while reducing P mu to P mu −δ, we can divide this extra power equally among all U unicast UTs, i.e. p dl * m → p dl * m + δ U , which gives us an objective value O un,new such that O un,new > O * un,old (P mu ). Denote the new optimal objective value as O * un (P mu − δ) (the optimal objective value when the precoding power used for unicast transmission is equal to P un + δ). Then, O * un (P mu − δ) must be bigger than or equal to O un,new . Thus the optimal objective value has increased.
V. THE PARETO BOUNDARY OF JOINT UNICAST AND MULTI-GROUP MULTICAST MASSIVE

MIMO SYSTEMS
Based on Corollaries 1 and 2, it is obvious that O * mu (P un ) and O * un (P mu ) are coupled in a conflicting manner, i.e., P = P un + P mu , such that improving O * mu (P un ) would degrade O * un (P mu ), and vice versa. Therefore we need to consider a multi-objective optimization framework to understand the jointly achievable operating points. This description enables us to balance the two conflicting objectives and obtain Pareto optimal solutions. To this end, we state a MOOP and derive its Pareto boundary [42] [43] [44] . The MOOP is [44] M : max
and X is the so called resource bundle [43] , which is achieved by bundling the feasible space of P1 and P2 as
Remark 2. Note the difference between O mu (x) and O * mu (P un ). O mu (x) is the objective achieved for P1 given x ∈ X , while O * mu (P un ) is the optimal objective achieved for P1 based on Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, given the unicast power is fixed to P un . Similarly, O un (x) is the objective achieved for P2 given x ∈ X , while O * un (P mu ) is the optimal objective achieved for P2 based on Theorem 3 or Theorem 4, given the multicast power is fixed to P mu .
The so-called attainable objective set of the MOOP M, given in (51), is [43] [44] . Note that every strong Pareto optimal point is also a weak Pareto optimal point, but the converse is not true. The set B w that contains all the tuples (O mu (z * ), O un (z * )) where z * is a weak Pareto optimal point is called the weak Pareto boundary [43] , [44] . The strong and weak Pareto boundaries are schematically presented in Fig. 2 . We have the following theorem for the Pareto boundary and Pareto optimal points of M. Proof. The proof is given in Appendix C.
Theorem 5 is of significant interest due to the following reasons. First, it describes all the Pareto optimal points that can be obtained in the considered system. As each Pareto optimal point describes a particular trade-off between the two objectives (SSE and MMF), it elaborates the set of efficient operating points from which the network designer can select one, which is most desirable for the designer. Second, Theorem 5 not only describes the Pareto boundary points, but also determines the exact values of the system parameters (uplink training powers, downlink transmission powers, and the pilot length.) to achieve such points. Therefore, Theorem 5 exactly describes, in a joint unicast and multi-group multicast massive MIMO system, what can be achieved and how it can be achieved. Theorem 6. S, the attainable set of M, is a convex set.
Proof. We prove the convexity of S, using the definition of a convex set. Consider any two
(55)
, P mu (y) = G j=1 q dl j (y), and P un (y) = U m=1 p dl m (y). As x, y ∈ X , P mu (x) + P un (x) ≤ P and P mu (y) + P un (y) ≤ P . Based on Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2), using P mu (α) = αP mu (x) + (1 − α)P mu (y) for multicast transmission, we have O * mu P − P mu (α) ≥ O mu (α). As P − P mu (α) ≥ P un (α), based on Theorem 3 (or Theorem 4), using P − P mu (α) for unicast transmission,
. As (43) and (48) (or (45) and (50)) are continuous, by reducing P mu and {p dl m } in (43) and (48) (or (45) and (50)), we can obtain O mu (α), O un (α) , which completes the proof.
The fact that S is convex implies that it is optimal to spatially multiplex the unicast and multicast transmission. In contrast, if the set would have been non-convex, time or frequency multiplexing would have been a better solution.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we use numerical simulations leveraging our proposed results to present more insights into the behavior of joint unicast and multi-group multicast massive MIMO systems. We consider a single cell system where the cell radius is 500 meters and the unicast and multicast UTs are randomly and uniformly distributed in the cell excluding an inner circle of radius 35 meters. The large-scale fading coefficient for the multicast UT k in group j is modeled as β m jk =d/x ν jk , where ν = 3.76 is the path-loss exponent, x jk is the distance between the UT and the BS, andd = 10 −3.5 is a constant that regulates the channel attenuation at 35 meters [45] . 3 Similarly, the large-scale fading coefficient for the unicast UT m is modeled as β m =d/x ν m , where x m is the distance between this UT and the BS.
At a carrier frequency of 2 GHz, the transmission bandwidth is assumed to be W = 20 MHz, the coherence bandwidth and coherence time are considered to be 200 kHz and 1 ms, which results in a coherence interval of length 200 symbols [32] . The noise power spectral density is considered to be σ 2 = −174 dBm/Hz. The total downlink powerP is set to 10 Watts and its corresponding normalized value is P =P /(W · σ 2 ). Also, the energy limits E m and E jk are normalized to (0.1 · T )/(W · σ 2 ). In our simulations we consider a joint unicast and multi-group multicast system with U = 50 unicast UTs and G = 10 multicast groups each having K = 100 multicast UTs, and present the results for both MRT and ZF precoding schemes. For the SSE, the weights are assumed to be equal, e.g., α m = 1 ∀m ∈ U. Fig. 3 presents the minimum SE of multicast UTs versus G and K, while P un = P mu . Three surfaces are plotted, which are associated with N = 100, N = 250, and N = 500. MRT and ZF have similar behavior, for any pair of (G, K) as we increase N , we achieve a higher minimum SE for the multicast UTs. This is due to the improved coherent transmission of multicast signals, which is obtained by employing a large-scale antenna array. Also note that the minimum SE of the multicast UTs reduces by increasing K or G. However this can be compensated by employing more antennas at the BS, e.g., for MRT precoding the minimum SE of a system with (N = 100, G = 4, K = 16) is equal to a system with (N = 500, G = 8, K = 46). determine the optimal number of unicast UTs that maximizes the SSE of unicast UTs of the system. Note that for ZF, we need N > G + U to achieve a nonzero SSE (Fig. 4b) , while the MRT precoder does not have this limitation (Fig. 4a ). On the other hand, when we have enough resources, e.g., N U + G and T U + G, the SSE of ZF is considerably higher than MRT. in Fig. 5 represents a particular trade-off between the two objectives of the system. Hence Fig.   5 enables the network designer to allocate the resources according its requirements by selecting the appropriate trade-off. Third, note that the Pareto region for all the considered values of N is convex, as proved in Theorem 6. Fourth, the Pareto boundary does not have any weak Pareto optimal points, as shown in Theorem 5.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the joint unicast and multi-group multicast transmission in massive MIMO systems. Knowing that these systems may have two different and possibly conflicting objectives to fulfill, e.g., MMF for multicast UTs and SSE maximization for unicast UTs, we investigate how to define a joint notion of optimality for them. Therefore, we presented a multiobjective optimization framework to study the conflicting objectives of multicasting and unicasting. We showed that the objective of multicasting cannot be increased without reducing the objective of unicasting, and vice versa. Therefore, we introduced a MOOP and derived its Pareto boundary analytically. Moreover, for any desired point on the Pareto boundary, we determined the value of each of the decision variables such that the desired Pareto boundary point is achieved. We further proved that the Pareto region is convex, thus any point of the Pareto boundary can be obtained by spatial multiplexing of the unicast and multicast UTs. In other words, practical systems can without loss of optimality allow for coexistence between these two use cases. We should note that the multicast transmission in the context of massive MIMO has much potential for further research. For example hybrid precoding, physical layer security, and hardware impairments in the context of massive MIMO multicasting are promising research directions, that have been overlooked so far. We think these aspects would gain more interest in the upcoming years due to the limited existing works and their practicality, i.e., [46] [47] [48] [49] .
VIII. APPENDICES APPENDIX A -PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First we replace the constraint (42-iv) in P1 with U+ G ≤ τ ≤ G and treat τ as a real-valued variable, and name the obtained relaxed problem A1. Note that the solution to A1 is an upper bound on the solution to P1. In the sequel we solve A1 and show that its optimal solution is also a feasible solution of P1, hence it is the optimal solution. Considering A1, now we show that at the optimal solution P mu = G j=1 q dl j is equal to P − P un . Assume the contrary, then ∀j one can increase q dl j to θq dl j with θ = P −Pun Pmu > 1. Therefore the SE of each UT k in group j increases to
and the optimal solution of A1 improves, which contradicts our optimality assumption. Now let us denote the user with the minimum SE in jth multicast group as kmin j , i.e., kmin j = arg min k∈K j SE MRT jk,mu . We will prove that at the optimal solution ∀i, j ∈ G, SE MRT jkmin j ,mu = SE MRT ikmin i ,mu . Assume the contrary, then ∃i, j ∈ G such that SE MRT jkmin j ,mu > SE MRT ikmin i ,mu , where kmin i is the user with minimum SE in the system. Now if we respectively change q dl j and q dl i to q dl j − δ and q dl i + δ with 0 < δ < 1+η jk P N ξ jk (SINR MRT jkmin j ,mu − SINR MRT ikmin i ,mu ), we can increase SE MRT ikmin i ,mu , while ensuring the new value of SE MRT jkmin j ,mu is still bigger than its previous value of SE MRT ikmin i ,mu . Repeating this procedure (in case we have multiple UTs with the same minimum SE) we can increase the optimal solution, which contradicts our assumption. Now we prove that ∀j ∈ G, ∀k, s ∈ K j , SE MRT jk,mu = SE MRT js,mu . Assume the contrary then ∃k, s ∈ K j , SE MRT jk,mu > SE MRT js,mu . Denote x jk = τ q up jk . Now we can improve the minimum SE of this group (and the network) by reducing x jk to x jk − δ with 0 < δ < (SINR MRT jk,mu − SINR MRT js,mu )
, which is a contradiction. Therefore, at the optimal solution of A1, the SEs are equal, and for multicast group j we have
where Υ j is a constant. Note that SE MRT jk,mu is strictly increasing with x jk and x jk ≤ E jk , hence its optimal value becomes x * jk = 1+η jk P η 2 jk Υ j with Υ j = min k∈K j E jk η 2 jk 1+η jk P . As for every given x jk , the SE MRT jk,mu increases monotonically by reducing τ we have
Therefore
. Also, as we showed, at the optimal solution all the UTs will have equal SINRs (also equal SEs), i.e., Γ = SINR MRT * jk,mu ∀j, k, where Γ is a constant. Therefore q dl *
. Summing over all groups and by straightforward operations we have
and the optimal SE follows (43) . Note that as (58) satisfies (42-iv), the obtained solution is the optimal solution of P1.
APPENDIX B -PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Similar to Appendix A, we replace the constraint (46-iv) in P2 with U+ G ≤ τ ≤ G, and name the obtained relaxed optimization problem A2. Note that A2 gives us an upper bound of P2. In the sequel we solve A2 and show that its optimal solution is also a feasible solution of P2, hence it is the optimal solution. Considering A2, we will show that at the optimal solution P un = U m=1 p dl m is equal to P − P mu . Assume the contrary, then at the optimal solution ∃ ρ > 1 : ρP un = P − P mu . Now we increase p dl m ∀m to ρp dl m , which increases the rate of each UT m to log 2 (1+ N p dl m ϑ m 1+βmPmu ρ + β m P un ) and hence improves the optimal solution which contradicts our assumption. So at the optimal solution we have P = P mu + U m=1 p dl m . Now, note that for A2 the objective function is monotonically increasing with respect to ϑ m , which itself is an increasing function of τ p up m . Also for any given value of τ p up m , we can increase the prelog factor where ϑ * m = E m β 2 m /(1+E m β m ). Now, A3 follows the well-known water-filling structure and its solution is given in (47) and the optimal objective value becomes (48) . Note that as the obtained solution is also a feasible solution of P2, it is the optimal solution of P2. First, we prove that ∀(O * mu (P un ), O * un (P mu )) ∈ B s , it is a strong Pareto boundary point. Assume the contrary, then there exists a y ∈ X such that O * mu (P un ) < O mu (y), O * un (P mu ) ≤ O un (y) (the case O * mu (P un ) ≤ O mu (y), O * un (P mu ) < O un (y) has been omitted for brevity and follows similar procedure). As O * mu (P un ) is the optimal objective value for the given P un , we have P mu = P −P un . Based on Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2) and Corollary 1, O * mu (P un ) < O mu (y) implies that O mu (y) is obtained for a higher amount of multicasting power, i.e., P mu + δ with 0 < δ. Therefore the remaining power for unicast transmission in y is P − P mu − δ. Also the unicast power used by the considered point in B s is P un = P − P mu . Now as O * un (P mu ) has been allocated more power for unicast transmission than O un (y) and based on Theorem 3 (or that P mu = P mu−y . Note that such a point exists as 0 ≤ P mu−y ≤ P . Then P un = P − P mu−y ≥ P un−y . Now note that as O * mu (P un ) is the optimal value of P1, O * mu (P un ) ≥ O mu (y). Now, if P un > P un−y , then based on Theorem 3 (or Theorem 4) and Corollary 2, O * un (P mu ) > O un (y), and hence y is not a Pareto optimal point, which contradicts our assumption. If P un = P un−y and O * un (P mu ) > O un (y), again y is not a Pareto optimal point and it contradicts our assumption. Finally if P un = P un−y and O * un (P mu ) = O un (y), then y ∈ B s , which also contradicts our assumption. Therefore, every strong Pareto boundary point is in B s .
